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All IMG classes are open to any music group regardless of make up or size. Absolutely any 

form of musical presentation is welcomed including all instrumentation and electronic 

inclusion. The maximum size of arena space provided for each event is set at 60ft x 90ft and 

all performances take place within this space Not all of the arena must be used and in the 

case of our Concert Class, seating for the performance is allowed. Movement is allowed in 

all classes should the group wish to include it. 

Indoor Music Games is open to any age participants but in addition for the 2020 Indoor 

Music Games season we are introducing a Class A section which is designed to showcase 

and reward any groups who has all participating members who are all 18 years or younger 

specifically. Conductors or Drum Majors can be any age. 

IMG CONCERT CLASS 

IMG Concert Class will feature any musical group who wish to performing sitting down and 

typically includes Brass Bands, Military Concert Bands, Concert Bands etc but can be any 

musical presentation in this format. 

Duration for performance: 20 minutes 

Adjudication: 2 Judges assessing “Music” and “Entertainment” 

Awards presented: “Gold”, “Silver” or “Bronze” 

 

IMG MUSIC ENSEMBLE CLASS 

IMG Music Ensemble Class is for groups who prefer to entertain us with a static musical 

performance that can be presented in any style and typically includes bands wanting to 

showcase their skills in smaller or younger groups. It could also include static musical 

performances of marching bands or drum corps wanting to showcase their current musical 

presentations only where the music sections are static but perhaps their visual sections 

perform movement. Vocal groups and any other types of static performance are also 

welcome in this class. 

Duration for performance: minimum 5 minutes, maximum 12 minutes 

Adjudication: 2 Judges assessing “Music” and “Entertainment” 

Awards presented: “Gold”, “Silver” or “Bronze” 

 

WGI PERCUSSION 

IMG Concert Class is designed specifically for our percussion teams to showcase their 

talents.  Any type of percussion equipment including battery and static tuned percussion 

plus all the myriad of other percussive instruments available are allowed. 

Duration for performance: minimum 5 minutes, maximum 12 minutes 

Adjudication: 4 Judges assessing “Music”, “Visual”, “Effect Music” and “Effect Visual” 

Awards presented: A score out of a maximum 100 is awarded 

 

 

 



WGI WINDS 

WGI Winds caters for marching bands, jazz bands, drum corps, mini-corps or any unit that 

would like to put on a moving musical display regardless of their makeup. Competing 

summer units can get valuable early reads of their productions that will be useful for their 

summer preparation and doesn’t need to be the fully completed production. 

Duration for performance: minimum 5 minutes, maximum 12 minutes 

Adjudication: 3 Judges assessing “Music”, “Visual”, “Overall Effect” 

Awards presented: A score out of a maximum 100 is awarded 

 


